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February 8, 2021 

To: Dr. David Williams, Chief Medical Officer of Health 
Council of Medical Officers of Health (COMOH)  
Association of Local Public Health Agencies (alPHa)  
 
Cc. Hon. Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario 
Hon. Christine Elliot, Minister of Health  
Hon. Lisa Macleod, Minister of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture 
 

Re: Amendment Recommendations to the COVID-19 Response Framework 

To whom it may concern,  

We are writing to you today on behalf of the members of the Ontario Restaurant Hotel & Motel Association (ORHMA) and the businesses of 

Ontario’s hospitality industry in hopes of amending the restrictions associated with each zone within the COVID-19 Response Framework. First 

and foremost, we would like to thank you and your government for your role in protecting Ontarians during this pandemic and the proactive 

steps taken to open up our economy.  

It goes without saying that the challenges faced by businesses in the hospitality industry as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic have been 

devastating and catastrophic.  Hospitality operations were the first to be impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak and will be the last to recover. 

Hotels and restaurants are a critical part of the economic and social fabric whether they are located in the city centres, along highways or in a 

community’s main street. Throughout the pandemic, the accommodation and foodservice sectors have been supportive of the government’s 

direction while experiencing the most direct economic challenges with the shutdowns, travel limitations, and indoor seating restrictions to 

restaurants and conference rooms.  

Furthermore, significant investments have been made by the operators to support safety protocols including installing plexiglass barriers and 

enhancing personal protective equipment (PPE). Mandated shutdowns and closures have not been kind to this industry whether dealing with 

significant hotel cancellations or losing immense amounts of perishable food products.  

While other business sectors are recovering, the hospitality industry will not bounce back so quickly as the road to recovery will be long and 

painful. Currently, 27% of Ontario hospitality workers have yet to return to work. This represents close to 50% of all provincial sector workers 

and 37% of the country’s unemployed hospitality workforce.   

Once the Province-wide shutdown is lifted, the government will fall back to the COVID-19 Response Framework that was previously in place. 

While the industry is following this direction and operating with safety protocols, we urge the government to make two amendments that are 

critical to an operation and will support many restaurants to stay afloat.   

We understand and believe the framework is essential to ensure the safety of Ontarians. Health does come first. We also believe our 

recommendations will ensure progressive support for hospitality ownerships and workers who are devastated from the economic impact and 

the emotional toll the COVID-19 pandemic has exerted. These recommendations are proposed with safety being the priority. 

Recommended COVID-19 Response Framework Amendments:  

1. Businesses operating in regions under the Framework’s Orange-Restrict or Red-Control zones are facing anguish as a result of an overall 
umbrella approach to seating restrictions. Restricting the indoor seating capacity in establishments to 10 (Red-Control) or 50 (Orange-
Restrict) are not financially viable for those with much larger spaces and configuration capabilities, who also, in turn, have higher 
expenses.  Larger indoor dining rooms and hotel conference rooms are able to handle higher customer counts safely while still following 
the 2-metre rule.   
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Restaurant Indoor Dining  Current Framework – permitted seating Proposed Framework Amendment  

Prevent Green Zone 2-meter rule  2-meter rule  

Protect Yellow Zone 2-meter rule  2-meter rule  

Control Orange Zone  50 patrons  
Maximum of 50 patrons or 30% of License Capacity 
whichever is higher -cap to 100 

Control Red Zone  10 patrons  
Maximum of 30 patrons or 20% of License Capacity 
whichever is higher- cap to 100 

 

Indoor Banquets with meals Current Framework – permitted seating Proposed Framework Amendment 

Prevent Green Zone 50 patrons 30% of License Capacity 

Protect Yellow Zone 50 patrons  30% of License Capacity 

Control Orange Zone  50 patrons  30% of License Capacity -cap to 100 

Control Red Zone  10 patrons 25% of License Capacity - cap to 100 

 

Indoor Meetings without meals  Current Framework – permitted seating Proposed Framework Amendment 

Prevent Green Zone 50 patrons 40% of License Capacity  

Protect Yellow Zone 50 patrons  40% of license Capacity  

Control Orange Zone  50 patrons  40% of License Capacity -cap to 100 

Control Red Zone  10 patrons 25% of License Capacity - cap to 100 

 

Outdoor banquet/meeting Current Framework – permitted seating Proposed Framework Amendment 

Prevent Green Zone 100 patrons 2-meter rule- Cap to 500 

Protect Yellow Zone 100 patrons 2-meter rule- Cap to 500 

Control Orange Zone  100 patrons Up to 100 patrons 

Control Red Zone  25 patrons Up to 100 patrons 

 

Recommendation:  A percentage (%) calculation related to the total licenced seating capacity similar to what has been used in other 
jurisdictions is a more appropriate method for meeting safety rules and fairly supporting the sustainability of a restaurant and conference 
rooms.  
  
2. Furthermore, the current ending time of 9pm for serving alcoholic beverages for the establishments in the Orange and Red Zones, 

drastically limits restaurant's normal customer seating plan. Most restaurants have three dinner sittings starting at 5:30pm and are 
normally two hours long (5:30pm, 7:30pm, and 9:30pm). The current 9pm restriction discourages any reservations after 8:30pm, as it is 
typical to order a beverage with a meal, along with the fact that all guests must be gone from the establishments by 10pm.  

 
Restaurant Beverage Alcohol Service Current Framework – indoor dining permitted  Proposed Framework Amendment 

Red and Orange Control Zones 

5-5:30pm to 7-7:30pm  Permitted  Permitted  

7-7:30 to 9-9:30 pm  Permitted till 9pm Permitted  

9--9:30pm to 11pm  Beverage Alcohol Service not permitted Beverage Alcohol Service permitted to 10pm gaining 
one extra seating 

 
Recommendation: Expanding the time restriction by at least one hour to 10pm will allow the establishments to have that vital third sitting 
starting at 9:30pm.  
 
In these struggling times every seat and every dollar being spent can make a difference in keeping doors open. Amending the existing 
framework measures to calculate restaurant indoor seating and hotel conference room seating following a per cent formula of total room 
capacity and extending the service of beverage alcohol by an hour to 10pm enabling a third customer seating offers relief to our industry given 
the circumstances while still following safety protocols and keeping Ontarians safe.  

Thank you, 

 
Tony Elenis  
President & CEO  
Ontario Restaurant Hotel & Motel Association (ORHMA) 
 


